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AbstractÑTradition tweet classification models for crisis
response focus on convolutional layers and domain-specific word
embeddings. In this paper, we study the application of different
neural networks with general-purpose and domain-specific word
embeddings to investigate their ability to improve the performance
of tweet classification models. We evaluate four tweet classification
models on CrisisNLP dataset and obtain comparable results which
indicates that general-purpose word embedding such as GloVe can
be used instead of domain-specific word embedding especially
with Bi-LSTM where results reported the highest performance of
62.04% F1 score.
KeywordsÑdeep learning; tweet classification; crisis response;
word embedding; GloVe.

I.! INTRODUCTION
Twitter has become a dominant platform for
organizations and people to post or gather information during
crises [1]. People spread the news on Twitter and share valuable,
real-time and on-topic information like their statuses, injured or
dead people and the damage caused by the crisis [2]. They also
tweet to ask for help for themselves or offer help to others.
Twitter also has proven to be a powerful information source
in many natural or human-made crisis situations during recent
years such as earthquakes [3], floods [4], wildfires [5] and
nuclear disasters [6]. For example, in 2011, 177 million crisisrelated tweets were published in only one day during an
earthquake in Japan [7]. Another example is when a haze hit
Singapore in 2013 where people posted more than 23 million
informative tweets [8].
It is obvious that situational awareness can be significantly
enhanced by people-generated tweets [2]. These tweets can be
used by large-scale disaster response organizations to make
better decisions and quick response. However, humanitarian
organizations aim at responding to people in help cannot
manually observe, process and convert the enormous volume of
information into actionable one [9]. Thus, they do not widely use
social media data such as Twitter in their disaster response
operations [10].
Deep neural networks have proven their ability to
automatically learn deep and complicated mappings from input
to output by using distributed representation of words without
requiring any feature engineering. It is also noticeable that deep

learning approaches have outperformed traditional ones in many
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks including tweet
classification [11]. Tweet classification for crisis response is a
text classification task that aims at identifying if a tweet is
related to a specific type of predefined informative classes.
In addition, a powerful word embedding can be a key factor
in improving the neural network performance in any NLP task
[1]. General-purpose and domain-specific word embeddings
have been proposed recently such as Global Vectors (GloVe)
embedding [12] and Crisis embedding [11]. However, few
number of experiments have been conducted to examine the
effectiveness of different deep learning architectures and
different word embeddings in improving tweet classification
models.
Our work is similar to [1] and [11] however we use different
neural network architectures and different general-purpose word
embeddings. We also train our four models separately in an
offline fashion without integrating any network components. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of using GloVe
embedding with Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) or Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in the field of
tweet classification for crisis response.
The input of our networks are tweets that may contain any
information related to any natural crisis. In this paper, we target
natural crises such as earthquakes, floods, storms, typhoons and
so on. These crisis types have specific properties: (1) peopleÕs
daily life is affected when at least one of them occur, (2) they
considered to be large-scale events because big number of
people experience them, and (3) every crisis has an associated
time and location. First of all, we clean the tweets by removing
unnecessary parts such as emojis and http addresses. Then, the
tweets are tokenized into words and a pre-trained word
embedding (GloVe or Crisis) is used to capture similarities
between words and semantics of word sentences. After that, a
deep learning architecture (CNN or Bi-LSTM) is applied to
encode and leverage the information from the input text
sequence, tweets. Finally, a fully connected layer with a softmax
layer are used to compute the class distribution for each tweet.
II.!

DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURES

A.! Convelotional Neural Networks
CNN is a deep learning architecture that consists of an input
layer, multiple neural hidden layers and an output layer. Usually
in NLP tasks, token sequences are used as input to the CNN.
Then, CNN filters preform as n-grams over continuous
representations. After that, these n-grams filters are combined
by subsequent network layers, dense layers [12].
CNN can learn the features and distinguish between them
automatically and therefore CNN does not require handengineered features which saves human effort and time and
eliminates the need of prior knowledge. And unlike a multilayer
perceptron (MLP), the number of free parameters can be
reduced by CNNs and the vanished or exploded gradients can be
prevented during the training process. Also, all the weights in
the convolutional layers are shared which means that the same
filter is used for all the fields within a layer to improve the
performance and decrease the memory space
B.! Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) are variants
of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) that solve the gradient
vanishing/exploding problems of RNNs [13]. Basically, LSTMs
are designed to capture long-distance dependencies within texts.
Each LSTM unit consists of three gates to control which portions
of information to remember, forget and pass to the next step.
LSTMs hold the contextual semantics of each word by the
surrounding information and store long dependencies between
words. However, they only focus on one direction of the input
which is the past.
On the other hand, Bi-LSTMs focus on the past and the
future directions of the input. This method allows the network to
capture more information than before where at every token
position, hidden representations from each direction are
concatenated.
II.! WORD EMBEDDINGS
The application of word embedding has been drawn great
interest in NLP during the last few years. Word embedding is a
set of feature learning techniques or language models where
texts (phrases or words) are mapped to real numbers vectors. The
main goal of word embedding is to learn efficient and expressive
text representations where similar words or phrases have similar
representations that capture their semantic meaning [14].
III.! NETWORK TRAINING
In this section, we provide details about training four
classifiers: CNN with Crisis embedding, CNN with GloVe
embedding, Bi-LSTM with Crisis embedding and Bi-LSTM
with GloVe embedding.
A.! Tweets Pre-processing
Tweets are full of noise because of the presence of
incomplete sentences or words, irregular expressions, ill-formed
sentences or words and out of dictionary words. Thus, we clean
all input tweets by removing all the http addresses, hashtags,
emojis, stop words and punctuations.

B.! Word Embedding Initialization
We use two kinds word embeddings to initialize the
embeddings in the start of all the experiments: GloVe
embedding and Crisis embedding.
GloVe embedding is a very known general pretrained word
embedding created by the authors in [15]. It has been proven that
this embedding played a key role in improving many NLP tasks
[15]. GloVe embedding is a publicly available 100-dimentional
embedding trained on 6 billion words from web text and
Wikipedia which is similar to social media texts such as tweets.
Unlike GloVe embedding, Crisis embedding is a domainspecific pretrained word embedding founded by [11]. The 300dimentional embedding trained on 20 million words from
57,908 disaster related tweets which is the desirable domain.
C.! Hyper!parameters Intialization
Table 1 demonstrates the values of the selected hyperparameters for all the four experiments.
TABLE I. !

HYPER-PARAMETERS FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS.
Layer

Hyper-parameters

Values

Kernel size

3

Pool size

2

Number of filters

250

Hidden size

128

Hidden size

100

Batch size

32

Epoch

25

CNN

Bi-LSTM

D.! Fine Tuning
The initial embedding of the GloVe embedding has been
fine-tuned by updating them during the gradient modification of
the deep learning model using back-propagating gradients. Finetuning word embedding represents transferring the knowledge
from the initial corpus where the embedding was built to our
domain dataset. On the other hand, we have not fine-tuned the
initial embedding of the Crisis embedding since it was trained
on crisis-related tweet corpus and no significant improvement
was reported in such experiment in previous papers.
In addition, it is infeasible to fine tune all hyper-parameters
by random search in all the experiments due to time constraints.
However, we have followed the authors in [11] in choosing the
hyper-parameters values at the start of all the experiments.
E.! Dropout Training
We apply dropout on word embedding before inputting to
the deep learning architectures and on the input and the output
of each model where each node is removed with the probability
of 1 - p or kept with the probability of p only in the training time
to avoid training all the nodes. As expected the modelsÕ
performance significantly improved after using dropout which
proves the effectiveness of dropout in reducing modelsÕ
overfitting.

V.!

EXPERIEMENTS

A.! Models
We conduct four experiments using different word
embeddings (crisis embedding and Glove) and deep learning
architectures (CNN and Bi-LSTM). We have re-implemented
the CNN and Crisis embedding model from [11] to compare it
with the other three models in order to investigate the
effectiveness of integrating different word embeddings with
different deep learning architectures. Fig. 1 describes the first
and the second classifiers where CNN is used with GloVe and
Crisis embedding separately.

Class
numbe
r

Number of tweets
Class title

Train set

Dev set

Test set

741

221

106

676

177

94

1526

436

232

2352

712

350

6

Missing, trapped or found
people
Infrastructure and utilities
damages
Sympathy and emotional
support
Donation needs or offers or
volunteering services
Other useful information

5690

1623

766

7

Irrelevant

6254

1756

886

18850

5412

2667

2
3
4
5

Total number of tweets

C.! Evaluation Metrics
We use F1 score to evaluate and compare the models due
to the imbalanced dataset. F1 score is calculated with the
formula in (1) and the final value relies between 0 and 1 where
1 indicates a perfect model.
�1 ����� = 2 ∗

Fig. 1.! Conventional Nueral Network (CNN) with word embedding for twitter
classification for crisis response

We use Bi-LSTM in the third experiement with GloVe
embedding and with Crisis embedding in the fourth experiement
as shown in Fig. 2.

,
−./0. −./02
1
−.
−.

(1)

Where True Positives (TP) is the correctly predicted positive
values, False Positive (FP) is the wrongly predicted positive
values and False Negative (FN) is the wrongly predicted
negative values.
D.! Results
CNN with Crisis embedding model achieved an F1 score of
61.38 which is slightly higher than the model that contains BiLSTM with the same embedding. Bi-LSTM with GloVe
embedding reported the best result among all the four models
with 62.04 F1 score and CNN with GloVe embedding recorded
the worst performance with 59.87 F1 score. The results of all the
experiments are shown below in Table 3.
TABLE III. !

RESULTS OF FOUR EXPERIEMENTS USING DIFFERENT DEEP
LEAANING ARCHITECTURES ANS WORD EMBEDDINGS
Experi
ment

Model components
Deep Learning architecture

Word Embedding

F1-score

Crisis embedding

61.38

Fig. 2.! Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) with word
embedding for twitter classification for crisis response.

1
2

GloVe embedding

59.87

B.! Data sets
We use CrisisNLP dataset [16] to evaluate the four
classifiers mentioned in the previous section. CrisisNLP is a
collection of small datasets where each dataset contains
annotated tweets related to a crisis event. The tweets are labelled
based on their corresponding informative class (e.g. affected
individuals, donations and volunteering, infrastructure and
utilities, sympathy and support, other useful information and
irrelevant). Number of tweets for each class is shown in Table 2.

3

Crisis embedding

60.88

GloVe embedding

62.04

TABLE II. !

DISTRIBUTION OF TWEETS DURING NETWORKS TRAINING AND

TESTING

Class
numbe
r

1

Number of tweets
Class title

Injured of dead people

Train set

Dev set

Test set

1611

487

233

CNN

Bi-LSTM
4

IV.! DISCUSSION
According to the results shown in the previous section, BiLSTM with GloVe model obtains the best performance for text
classification for crisis response. That demonstrates the
effectiveness of general pretrained word embedding such as
GloVe and sequence models such as Bi-LSTM in improving the
classifier ability to distinguish between crisis-related tweets.
However, domain-specific embedding outperforms general
word embedding when integrated with CNN. This shows the
importance of choosing a word embedding depending on the
selected deep learning architecture for tweet classification.

We believe that the main reason behind these results is that
Crisis embedding initially is built using the Skip-gram model of
the Word2Vec tool, which is a very powerful method in
detecting the semantic meaning of words with a small semantic
space. On the other hand, the GloVe embedding needs more
information than the Crisis embedding to successfully detect the
semantic meaning of words. This is consistent with the fact that
Bi-LSTM captures more information than CNN. Bi-LSTM
captures the sequence of tweets in both directions while CNN
captures the local patterns of tweets and may loses some
information such as the words order in tweets.
Another possible reason is that Crisis embedding may
contain twitter-specific text irregularities such as emojis,
mentions hashtags and other domain-specific words. These were
not taken under consideration when training GloVe embedding.
Because we perform pre-processing for our dataset and remove
such words the performances of both GloVe and Crisis
embeddings are expected to be close. However, misspelling
words such as ÔflodsÕ for ÔfloodsÕ can only exist in Crisis
embedding which gives it a very limited advantage over Glove
embedding.
Finally, we discovered that GloVe as a general word
embedding can be used instead of Crisis embedding as a
domain-specific word embedding to improve the performance
of Bi-LSTM-based model to classify tweets for crisis response.
V.! RELATED WORK
Recently, a limited number of experiments has been reported
on successfully applying deep learning architectures and word
embeddings to tweet classification for crisis response. It started
when the authors in [11] argued that the informative class in the
previous studies still has a lot of information to be handled by
organizations. To simplify the organizationsÕ work and save
their time and effort, they introduced a model that classified the
informative class into multiple subclasses (e.g., infrastructure
damages, affected people, donation and volunteering, sympathy
and support and other useful information). This work is very
similar to our first model where the authors build their model
with a single CNN layer after a look-up layer and before a
pooling layer. After that, a dropout layer is added to reduce the
model's overfitting. However, they trained the initial model first
and then retrained it with small mini-batches in an online fashion
to suit the early crisis response situation where we use their
pretrained word embedding (Crisis embedding) without
retraining the model.
The same model (CNN and Crisis embedding) has been also
used by the authors in [1] but they integrated the domain-specific
word embedding with Google word embedding and results
reported a slight improvement on the model's performance.
Another deep learning model has been introduced in [17].
The semantically-enhanced dual-CNN consists of two layers: a
semantic layer that captures the contextual information and a
traditional CNN layer. The results show that the dual-CNN
model has a comparable performance with a single CNN.
VI.! CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate the effect of using domainspecific and general word embeddings with two deep learning

architectures: Bi-LSTM and CNN. Results reported that using
different word embeddings slightly improve the model
performance due to the variability of the corpora used when
building the word embeddings.
Further experiments will be done to examine the
effectiveness of N-Gram CNN, another architecture introduced
in [12], in classifying tweets for crisis response. In addition,
recent works integrating general word embedding such as GloVe
for rich semantic representations of general words and domainspecific embedding for domain-specific words such as ill-words
within tweets in our case.
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